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The concept of independence of abstract algebras, defined by A. L. Foster 
in [5], has been used in proving unique factorization theorems for various 
classes of algebras (El], [5], [6], [?I, [S]). (For the definitions used here, see 
below and Section 2.) The usual approach has been a synthetic one; writers 
have taken a set of independent algebras as given and sought necessary and 
sufficient conditions for an algebra to be representable as a direct or subdirect 
product of these algebras. The most general result along these Iines seems 
to be the following: 
THEOREM A. (Astromof? [I], Foster is]): Let V be a cluster of algebras of 
similarity type 7. Let 23 be a non-trizial algebra of type 7 such that !B satisj?es 
all of the identities common to aJinite subset g’ = {‘2& ,..., ‘3,) of %?. Then 23 is 
isomorphic to a direct product of algebras Bl ,.-., 23, zchere the identities of 2Ili 
are contairzed in those of 2$ for each i = I,..., n. Moreoz’er, ifVF ‘%” are tmo 
jim’te subsets of ?? zcith the set of identities common to all the algebras of 9" equal 
to the set of identities cormnon to all the algebras of V', then V = 59". 
in this paper we too will study factorizations of algebras into independent 
factors. Our approach, however, is the reverse of that mentioned above. 
ilssume that we are given an arbitrary algebra 8% of iinitary similarity type 7. 
In Theorem 1 we give necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the 
identities which ‘$I satisfies for % to have a subdirect factorization into 
independent factors; it follows as a corollary that, if the number of factors is 
finite, such a factorization is necessarily direct. Suppose now that we call an 
algebra independently directly irreducible if it has no non-trivial direct 
factorization into independent algebras. In Theorem 5 we prove that if an 
algebra has a subdirect factorization into a finite number of subdirectly 
irreducible (but not necessarily independent) factors, then it has a unique 
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direct factorization into independently directly irreducible factors. It follows 
that every finite algebra has such a unique factorization. 
Both the scope and the limitations of this type of factorization can be seen 
in our application of these results to finite Abelian groups. Our independent 
factorization decomposes such a group into the direct product of its primary 
components; me must then, however, consider such components as 
irreducible. 
We will use the terminology of [lo] with a few additions and exceptions. 
All algebras considered will be of finitary type. If r is a similarity type, an 
element of the free algebra of type r on a countably infinite set of generators 
will be called a derived operation of type r (or simply a derked operation when 
only one similarity type is under consideration); when we consider a derived 
operation $(x1 ,..., x,) as actually representing a function on some algebra 
‘9l = (A; F) we speak of evaluating C$ modado Cu. To indicate that two derived 
operations $(x1 ,..., XJ and #(x1 ,..., . nl r ) represent the same function on Cu 
we write $(x1 ,..., x,) = #(x1 ,..., ~.~)(a) and say that we have an identity 
module 2X. The set of a11 identities satisfied by an algebra ?l will be denoted 
by Id(%). 
If 7 is any similarity type, we will denote by Y7 a trivial (i.e., one element) 
algebra of type T; this abuse of language is justifiable since there is, up to 
isomorphism, only one such algebra of any given type. 
2. INDEPENDEXCE OF ALGEBRAS 
Let %r ,..., ‘%, be any n similar algebras of type r. We say that ‘%r ,..., 21n 
are independent provided, given any n derived operations $r ,..., & , there is a 
derived operation + such that 
for all z = l,..., EZ. Otherwise the algebras are said to be dependent. If 
‘9x1 ,..., far, are independent we write (Czc, ..., ‘9&J = 1. If 99 is any set of 
algebras of type r we call V? a cluster provided any finite subset of Q is 
independent. 
The following remarks are immediate consequences of the above definitions. 
(1). If a set % of algebras forms a cluster, so does every subset of %7. (2). A set 
containing a single algebra is always independent. (3). If G? is any cluster of 
algebras of type 7, so is V * = 9? u X7 . (4). If 5X and 23 are non-trivial 
algebras of type 7 with 9l G b, then any set of algebras of type 7 containing 
both 5.X and b is dependent. 
4 more useful criterion for independence is provided by the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM B. (Foster [5]): A necessary and suficient condition for a finite 
set f!& ,..., 5!&, of similar algebras to be independent is that there exist a derked 
operation +(x1 ,..., x,) satisfying 
for all i = I,..., n. 
3. F.4CTORIZ.4TIONS OF hGEBR4S 
Let (21u, = (A, ;r”) / K E K) be a non-empty set of similar algebras of 
similarity type r. We construct a new algebra X = (A; F) of type : as 
follows: the set A is the Cartesian product n A, (K E Kj of the sets A, while 
the primitive operations of ‘$I are defined componentwise. The aigebra ?L is 
called the direct product of the algebras ‘$11, , each ‘$lc, is called a (dire&j factcr 
of ‘3, and me write 
‘Llr r-j?& (KEK). 
D 
Sometimes if K is finite, say R = (I,..., n}, we write 
% N ‘& x ... x *2r - -n + 
If there exists an algebra 6 of type 7 such that aB E c?I. for all k c K we call A 
a direct pozer qf K. 
The primitive operations of the direct product are defined so that the 
projection maps Bi : ‘$f -+ 9Xci given by 6,((a,),,,j = ai are epimorphisms, 
It frequently happens that for a subalgebra 23 of the direct product the same 
phenomenon occurs. We then call B a subdirectproduct of the $!& and we write 
2b-p21k (KEK) 
s 
Again if there exists an algebra E of type 7 such that *XI, s 0. for all k E K 
we call 8 a subdirect power of 6. For example, the ring of integers (Z; +; .) 
is isomorphic to a subdirect product of all the residue class rings (Z/(pj; +, a)$ 
p a prime. The direct product is obviously a special type of subdirect product; 
however, while the direct product is unique up to isomorphism, a set of 
algebras may have more than one non-isomorphic subdirect product. The 
identities of direct and subdirect products are related to those of their factors 
by Id(‘X) = Id(%) = 0 Id(%,) (h E K), where % s nD A, (i% E K). 
BE l&A, (KEK). 
We will need the following theorems in the course of our work. 
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THEOREM C. (Birkhoff [2]): Let 2l be any algebra of type T and let T be an 
arbitrary index set. Then PL can be represented as a subdirect product of algebras 
B& (t E T) if and only if ‘3 Ras congruence relations tJ, (t E T) such that 
(*I /\O,=Q 
where the meet is taken orer all t E T. 
If (F) is satisjied then !X is isomorphic to a subdirect product of the factor 
algebras %cjO,(t E T). 
THEOREM D. Let ‘9X be any algebra of type T and let O1 ,..., 0, be congruence 
relations on Cu which satisfy 
e, A ‘--he, =o (**) 
(4 A *.- A Bipl) 5 L9f = I (***) 
for i = 2,..., n. Then 
CLI g (2lujQ x ... x (2&9,). 
Conrersely: if ‘3 is representable as a direct product with a jinite number of 
factors, say $21 = 911, X .a- x ‘& , then there exist conga-uence relations O1 ,..., Or. 
on 2I zchich satisfy (*a) and (=w) with ‘21i g ‘X/e, . 
Theorem D is well-known; the version quoted here is the one found in [4]. 
Let ?I be any non-trivial algebra of type T and let 
2l E lJ %I, (k E K). (?a 
s 
be a subdirect factorization of ‘2I, that is, a representation of 2I as a subdirect 
product of the algebras ?&. . Let K’ be the subset of K defined by k’ E K 
iff 21k, $ 97 . Then also 
2l = JJ 21k, (k’ E K’). 
S 
By a factor set associated with the given subdirect factorization (#) we mean 
a set of algebras {2Stli, 1 k’ E K’) such that 2S3,, s SI,, for all k’ E K’. 
We call two subdirect representations of the same non-trivial algebra 
equivalent if and only if there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
algebras of any of its associated factor sets such that corresponding algebras 
are isomorphic; this is obviously an equivalence relation. 
A non-trivial algebra is said to be subdirectly irreducible in case all of its 
associated factor sets contain only one element. In this case it is easy to see 
that all subdirect factorizations of the algebra are equivalent. 
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THEOXEM E. (Birkhoff [2]): Let % b e any non-trivial algebra of type 7. 
Then % can be represented as a subdirect product of mbdirectly irreduci@e 
algebras. 
The representation (#) is called a subdirectly irreducible tepresentaticm 
(szbdirectly irreducible factorization) provided all the algebras in anv of its 
associated factor sets are subdirectly irreducible. ,4 non-trivial algebra is said 
to have the unique subdirect factorization property (USFP) provided it has only 
one equivalence class of subdirectly irreducible representations. Unfor- 
tunately, not all algebras possess the USFP; in fact, not even all finite algebras 
have it (see, for example, [ll]). 
We could obviously define “direct” concepts similar to the “subdirect” 
ones we have given. Although we have not done so: we will use them later on, 
since their meaning will be clear. 
A representation (#) of the algebra 2l will be called an independent .&&act 
factorization (ISF) provided its associated factor set forms a cluster. The 
algebra ‘$I always has at least one ISF, namelv 2I E 2I. Here the factor set of 
the factorization consists of only one algebri, which is isomorphic to %. Of 
course, ?I has many other ISF’s, namely 
where there are an arbitrary number of factors YT ) but ali of these are equir- 
alent to each other and to the one given above. &4nv ISF of this type is called 
trkiaE. 
The algebra ‘8 is said to be indepe9zdently subdire@ irredhble (ISIRR) in 
case all ISF’s of 2l are trivial. Otherwise % is called independently subdirectly 
reducible (ISRED). The algebra ?I is said to have the unique independent 
subdirect factorization property (UISFP) if % h as at least one ISF into ISIRR 
factors and all such are equivalent. 
Similarly, we can define for the algebra U the notions of independent direct 
factorization (IDF), trizial IDF, independently directly irreducible (IDIRR), 
independently directb reducible (IDRED), and unique independent direct 
factorization property (UIDFP). 
It is not known whether every algebra has at least one ISF (respectkelp IDF) 
with ISIRR (respectively IDIRR) factors; me will show, however, that for 
factorizations with a finite number of factors any ISF is actually an IDF, and 
that any algebra having a (not necessarily independent) subdiretc factorization 
into a finite number of subdirectly irreducible factors has, in fact, the UIDFP 
(and thus necessarily the UISFP). In the process we Jvili git-e necessaZy and 
sufficient conditions in terms of the identities of an algebra for it to have a 
non-trivial ISF or IDF. 
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THEORJZM 1. Let % be any algebra of similarity type 7. Theft 2l has an ISF 
z&h n factors if and only if there is a derived operation $(x1 ,..., x,) such that 
(i) 4(x,..., x) = x W; 
(ii) foreachi = l,..., n, 
&b.., x, $b(y ,...) y, z, y )..., y), x ,..., x] = 4(x )...) x, x, x )..., x) (WY 
where 4(y ,..., x, y ,..., y) occurs in the itlz position on the left hand side and x 
occurs in the ith position in #(y ,..., y, z, y ,..., y); 
(iii) for each ordered pair (i,j) where i = l,..., n, j = l,..., n, i # j, 
me have 
9LG.. , x, cj(x )...) x, x, x ,..., x), x )..., x] = x en 
where +(x ,..., x, x, x ,..., x) occurs in the jth position on the left hand side and z 
occurs in the ith position in 4(x ,..., x, z, x ,..., x); 
(iv) W(x, Y,..., 39, $(Y, x, Y,-, y),..., 4(y,..., 24 $1 = x m 
(v) for any primitive operation (9(x1 ,..., x,) of the algebra 2X, and for 
each i = l,..., n we have 
W(x, ,---, X3),..., @(Xl ,*--7 4, qy1 ,...,Ys>, qx, 9.-a> xs),..., fl(Xl >‘.., %>I 
= @wQ ,'**, Xl 3 Yl , Xl >*-*> x1),--, 9% >...I X8 ,Ys , xs ,-**, x,)1 Pa 
where Q(y, ,..., yS) occurs in the it/a position on the left hand side and where, 
for each j = l,..., n, yj occurs in the ith position iz $(q ,..., Xj , yj , xj ,..., xi) 
on the right hand side. 
Proof. Assume 2l g nb, ,& with (‘B1 ,..., 25,) = 1. Then there is a 
derived operation 4(x1 ,..., x,) satisfying 
for each i = I,..., n. Thus +(x1 ,..., x,) satisfies (i)-(v) modulo each !?& and 
therefore also modulo ‘%. 
Conversely, assume there is a derived operation +(x1 ,..., x,) which satisfies 
(i)-(v) modulo 5X. For each i = l,..., n, define the binary relation Bi on % 
by ae,b if and only if 
+(b ,..., b, a, b ,..., b) = b (,w, 
where a, b E 9c and a occurs in the ith position on the left hand side. Suppose 
a,b,c E 9L Then+(a ,..., a) = a (5X) so a&z. If aOtb, then4(b ,..., b, a, b ,..., b) = b, 
so +(a ,..., a, b, a ,..., a) = +[a ,..., a, +(b ,..., 6, a, b ,..., b), a ,..., a] = a (‘U) and 
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thus 66,~~. Finally, if a@ and bOic we have +(b ,..., 6, a, b ,... f 6) = b (3) and 
#c: ..=, c, b, c ,..., c) = c (‘5). Thus 
+(c ,..., c, a, c ,..., c) = +[c ,..., c, +(b ,..., b, a, b ,..., bj: c,..., c] 
= 4(c ,..,) c, 6, c ,“., c) = c i‘w 
and so ad,c. Therefore Oi is an equivalence relation on 2I for each i = I,,,., n. 
Moreover, if 0(x, ,..., 3~~) is any primitive operation of 9l and if 
7 
al , 0: :..., a, , b, E % are such that a#ibj for i = l,..., S, then 
+[C(b, ).*., b,) ,..., C(3, ,..., b,), &(a, ,..., a,), B(b, ,..., b,j ,...; b(b, ,=.. i b,)] 
= Q[+(b, ,..., b, , a, , 3, ,..., b,) ,..., $(bs ,..., b, , a, , 3, : . . . . b,j] 
= Bjb, ,..., b,) 6%. 
Hence &(a, ,..., a,) oi C(b, )...) b,), and me conclude that each Bi is a con- 
gruence relation on 5K 
For i = I,...; n,letSi=~1!Bi.Ifa8,bforsomea?b~~~U:zndalli= I,.~.,n, 
then +(a, b ,..., b) = b (Xj, +(5, a, b ,..., bj = 6 (‘Uj :...? $(b ,..., b, aj = 6 (‘L[); 
these statements in turn imply a = +[+(a, b ,.‘., b) ,=.., $(b ,..., 0, a)] = 
b(L, bj = 5 (‘X). Therefore 19, A -*. A 8, = 0, and we conclude from 
Theorem C that 5Z E nFzl JBi . 
Finally, define CJ$(X, y) by +.;(x, y) = $(y ,..., yI x, y,~-., yj where the x 
occurs in the ith position. Then 4J&(x,y), x] = 4(x,..., x) = x(9.X) which 
implies C&(X, y) b?gx or &(x, y) = x (&). If i f j we have &[#&:I, :J), y] = 
gyj..., y) = y (%I) which implies &(x, y) Bjy or &(x, yj = y (S,) for 
j = l,..., IZ; i + i. Thus the !B3( are pairwise independent. 
Suppose inductively that any k of the !& are independent where 2 < k < 7~ 
and consider any k-+1 of them. Renumbering if necessary, we may assume 
we are working with !.I$ ,..., 8,,-1 . Since 113, ,..., .%JJk are independent, there is 
a derived operation $(x1 ,..., x3 satisfying 4(x, ,...: xk) = xi (!Zjij for 
i = l,..., k. Then 
+h+l[XR+l 9 #(Xl yv-*y X2,)] = #(X1 s-.-y Xk) = Xi v-%3 
fori = 1 ,..., k while 
4d%+1 9 Gl ,...) q)] = xp,1 (Bfi+J. 
Thus 2?r ,..., FB3kil are independent and me conclude by induction that 
23 1 s--*3 23, are independent. 
This theorem provides an internal characterization for each ISF of an 
algebra by associating with it a derived operation satisfying (ij--(vj. 
Later we will study such derived operations more thoroughly in order to 
obtain information about the individual factor algebras which they determine. 
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If vve examine the proof of Theorem 1, we note that the hypothesis that 
4(x1 ,.*. , x,) be a derived operation is used only to prove that the factor 
algebras obtained are independent. In fact, if f: A” -+ A is any function 
which satisfies hypotheses (i), (ii), and (v) of the theorem, we see that f 
determines a congruence relation on 5X; if it also satisfies (iv) it determines 
a subdirect factorization of 9I with n factors; if in addition f satisfies (iii) the 
factorization is direct. Call such a function (that is, one satisfying (i)-(v)) a 
decomposition operator on ?l. Such decomposition operators have been 
studied in [3] for the case n = 2 and used there to prove unique direct 
factorization theorems for various classes of algebras. Thus we see that when 
we say n algebras are independent we are saying that the decomposition 
operator which they determine on their direct product is actually realizable as 
a derived operation. 
COROLLARY. The algebra CZI ha-s a?z ISF with n factors if and only if there 
exists a derived operation +(x1 ,..., x’,) satisfying 
(a) 4(x,..., x) = x (a); 
(b) +Mxn ,..., xm),.-, +(xnl ,-.., 41 = d(+ ,..., .G,) (‘vi 
(c) for each primitive operation S(q ,..., x,) of ?l we have 
#qx,, ,...) XIS) ,...) qx,, ,a’-, %zs)l = fl[$(zc,, ,***, x,1) ,..., C&s ,.--, x,,)] (a). 
Proof. If such a derived operation exists it clearly satisfies (i)-(v) of the 
theorem. Conversely, if N g ny=, sbi with (8, ,..., 8,) = 1, there is a 
derived operation $(x1 ,..., x.J satisfying 4(x1 ,..., r,) = xi (23J for i = l,..., 11. 
Thus each of (a), (b), and (c) is an identity modulo each Bi for this particular 4 
and therefore each of (a), (b), and (c) is an identity modulo !X. 
The property of ISF’s proved in the following corollary was first observed 
in [8]. 
COROLLARY. Any ISF of an algebra ‘3 into only finitely many factors is 
actually an IDF. 
Proof. By Theorem D we must show that for i = 2,..., n we have 
(0, A ... A 0,-r) c 6, = 1. Let a, b E ?I. Then +j[#i(b, a), b] = b (%?I) which 
implies Qi(b, a) 0,b. Also, if j + i, 4j[+i(b, a), a] = a (‘2X) so &(b, a) O,a for 
1 < j < i - 1. Hence&(b, a) is congruent to a with respect to 0, A .** A ei,. 
Therefore a is congruent to b with respect to (6, A ... A 8,-J o 6, . 
By the above corollary, the notions of ISF and IDF coincide for factor- 
izations with a finite factor set. In particular, the notions of ISIRR and IDIRR 
coincide. From now on we will use the direct rather than the subdirect 
terminology whenever we know that the factor sets involved are finite. 
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LEMMA. Let &G1 ,..., x,) be a derived operation of type 7 which satisjies 
(i)-(v) of Theorem 1 and let #(xl ,..., x,) be any derived operation of type 7, 
For each i = I,..., n, define &(x, y) as ir. Theorem I. Then 
4MYl >***, Yd, $&I ,..., .%jl = vwi(Yl 9 “%j,...: MYin f %)I m 
for each i = l,..., n. 
Proof. The proof is a tedious but straightforward induction on the total 
number of occurrences of primitive operations in +. 
THEOREX 2. Let $(x1 ,..., x,) be a derived operation of type 7 zzhich 
satisjes (i)-(v) of Theorem i awd define Bi and ‘~23.~ and&(x: y) for i = 1,. .., ?z as 
in tAe proof of that theorem. Then !.Bj g Yr ij and only if 
d:i(% y) = 4’ PO- 
Proof= Suppose %Jj g ST. If a, a* E 1?1 we have aO;a* which means 
+j(a, a*) = $(a* ,..., a*, a, a*, . . . . ax) = a* (VI) and hence &(x, yj = y (91). 
Converse&-, if C&(X, y) = y (‘zr) and if a, a* E a, then a- = &(a, a”) = 
+(a* ,..., a*? a, a* ,..., a*) (3) which implies aOja*. Since a, a* were arbitraT 
elements of %, all elements of ‘$I are congruent moduio 5, and thus Bj s Y7 . 
THEOREM 3. Let $(x1 ,..., x,), the (bi(s, y), the Bi , and the ~2%~ be as ix the 
preceding theorem. Then +(x1 ,... , x,) &dues a trivial IDF on ?t if and only <f 
there existsj suclz that 
$&(x, y) = x W 
while for 1 < i < n alzd i + j we have 
+i(x> Y> = Y W 
Proof. Suppose the &(x,y) are as stated. By the previous theorem, 
B,g.97 for l<i<rt and ;+j. Since 'QI~?Bl~ ..-xB, me must 
have ‘$X g Bj . Hence $(q ,..., x,) induces a trivial IDF on ‘5 
Converse&;, let $(x1 ,..., r,) induce a trivial IDF on ‘21: sa:; 
2l N ‘23, x ... ~23~ with %=?E, and .!BJi~17 for 1 <i,(n, i#,i. 
Then, blr the previous theorem, we have, for 1 < i < n and i + iz 
&(x, y) = y (a). 
Moreover, &[&(x, y), x] = +j(x, x) = x (5Xj which implies c$~(x, yj 6;~. But 
Bi, E o-I/Oj z % and thus we must have 
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Let #(xi ,..., L m s ) be any derived operation of type 7 and let % be any 
algebra of type 7. We say that #(xi ,..., x,) depends essentially on the variable xi 
module 2l if and only if there are elements a, ,..., aiMl , ai+l ,..., am , ai’, a; E 2l 
such that 
#(al ,..., aipl , a,‘, aif ,... , a,) # #(al ,..., nip1 , 4, ai+, , . . . . a,) (CLI). 
COROLLARY. The algebra % has a non-trivial IDF if and only if there exists 
a derived operation 4(x, y) of type 7 such that 
(LX) $(x, y) depends essentially on both variables module 2l; 
(P) #(x, 4 = x (‘w; 
w &i& r)t ,4 = $4% 4 = 9Q-G NY, 41 VW; 
(6) ifO(xl )..., x,) is any primitive operation of the algebra 9l, then 
5m%% ,*-*, 4 qy, >-..7 Ysil = W(x1 7 YllL es 9 YJI w 
Proof. The sufficiency is immediate from Theorems 1 and 3 as is the 
necessity of (a), (p), and (y). T o establish the necessity, me need only note 
that if 4(x, y) depends essentially on only one variable, say, without loss of 
generality, on the first, we have 
and thus 
4(Y) x> = $(Y, Y> = Y (W 
By the previous theorem then, C$ would induce a trivial IDF on ?l. 
LEMMA. Let “-I, 8, ,..., 8, , 6, ,..., Cm be similar algebras of type 7 satisfying 
@ 1 ,..., ‘$3,) = 1, and (CC1 ,..., K:,) = 1, and suppose 
2lZ?-Bl x ... x B3,, 
B,EKl x ... x am. 
Thez (C, ,..., CC:, , 23, ,..., !S,) = 1, and se hate 
2l?Cr&x *.* x t-Em, x 23, x ... x i&. 
Proof. That 9I r Er x e-0 x & x 8, x **- x 8, is obvious. We need 
therefore only show (CC1 ,..., Em , 58s ,..., d,) = 1. Let #xi ,..., x,) and 
P(Xl ,-.a, x,,) be two derived operations of type 7 satisfying 
+(x1 ,*--, x,) = xi @3,) 
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for d = l:..., z and 
for i = l:..., WL Then also 
$(x1 ,--- ) x,) = Xl &j 
for 2’ = l,..., wz. If we define the derived operation @(x1 ,...: x,,,,) by 
@(x1 )..., x,+,-1) = $[$(Xl ? . . . . x,), x,+1 ,-a*, x,+,-J 
we have 
@(xl ,..., x,+,...l) = &cl ,..‘, x,j = xi (Gf 
for i = I,...: wz. Therefore (6, ,..., &;,, , !E$ ,I.., B;,) = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let %, 8, ,..., 8, , El ,..., C5va be non-tkia2 similar algebras 
of type T &ich satisfy 
and 
2lr Bi x ... x 8, 
Assume a!so that (‘$3, ,..,, !B3,) = 1, ((Xl ,..., (5,) = 1, axd that Bl :.,.) SF, ) 
(I 1 ,..*, CC:, are all IDIRR. 
Then n = nz and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the Bi’s and 
the C&‘j’s uch that corresponding algebras are isomorphic. AZ other words: if an 
algebra ‘ZT has an IDF into a finite mrnber of IDIRR factors: then 53 has the 
LYDFP. 
Lproof. For each i = l,..., n we have Jd(BJ = Id(%) = &,Id(B,j = 
nZ1 Id(&j. Th e result of Astromoff and Foster stated in the Introduction 
(Theorem A) nom implies that, for i = l,..., n, 
where Id@,) 2 Id&) forj = l,..., VZ. 
Let #(x1 ,... , sm) be a derived operation of type T satisfying $(x1 :..., x?~) = 
X; (&) for j = 1: . . . . VZ. Then #(x1 ,...) x,,J = ~j (&ij) for i = l,..., 71, 
j = l,..., m, and we have (C&, ,..., &,,J = 1 for all i = 1 ,..I, ?z. 
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Because each Bi is IDIRR, we see that corresponding to each i = l,..., n 
there is an index s( such that 
5,: g cc.$. 
Therefore I+&) 2 Id(CSj). If f or some i we also have 1~+I3~) 2 Id&) where 
t + si we would have 
c/5(x1 ,..., x,) = XSi (BJ 
and 
*(x1 I... , x,) = x’t (.iB,), 
a contradiction since 23$ is non-trivial. 
Reversing the roles of the !&‘s and the Cj’s, we conclude that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence j++ ti such that Id(Ci) I Id(%i,i) and that if K is 
such that Id(Ej) 2 Ic@~,) then K = tj . 
Therefore the correspondences it, si and j f+ tj are both one-to-one; 
hence m = n. Renumbering if necessary, we may assume that in the 
correspondence it+ si we actually have i = si . Thus Id(d,) 2 Id@,) I I@&) 
for each i = l,..., n. 
Let 0(x, ,..., x,) be a derived operation satisfying 0(x1 ,..., x,) = xi (!.&) 
for i = l,..., n. If for some i we have ti # i, then 
8(x1 ,... , x,) = xi (23,) 
and 
e(x, ... 4 = xt, (W, 
a contradiction. Thus ti = i for all i and we conclude that Id@,) = Id(&) 
for all i = l,..., n. Hence 
ecxl ,..., x,) = xi = qs(Xl )..., x,) 
for each i = l,..., n, which implies 
ecxl ,... , %I) = #(Xl ,..., x72) w 
But elxl )..., x.,) can be taken as a derived operation which determines the 
factorization VI E 8, x ... x !& while #(xi ,..., x,) can be taken as a 
derived operation which determines the factorization PI g Ci x ... x 6, . 
From the equality of these two operations modulo ‘8, we conclude that the 
factorizations which they determine are the same, that is, that !& E C$ for 
all i = l,..., n. 
THEOREM 5. Let 2X be any non-&Gal algebra of type 7 which has a subdirect 
decomposition a&o a$nite number of subdirectly irreducible algebras. Then ‘$l has 
the UUDFP. 
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Proof. Let 231 ,..., B3, be any non-trivial, subdirectly irreducible algebras 
similar to CLL for m-hich 
\21 g fi SBi. 
i=l 
Let 0, )..., 6, be anv non-trivial independent algebras similar to % for which _
% 2% fi J5i. 
i=l 
(At least one such factorization, namely ‘9X s ‘%, always exists.) 
For each i = l,..., n we have M(&) 2 IG!(‘%) = nyl, Id(&) which implies, 
as in the previous theorem, that there are algebras gal $...> C, with 
P&l ,..., C&J = 1 for which 
j=l 
Since each Bi is subdirectlg irreducible, it is directly irreducible, and n-e 
conclude that there is a correspondence it, si such that 
with 1~@3J 2 Id(CC,i) for each i = l,..., n. Assume that for some i there is ar, 
index k f si for which Id(!&) 2 A&.) also, and let #(x1 ,..., *.m, Y ‘I be any 
derived operation satisfying #(.q ,..., x,J = xj (&) for j = l,..., nz. Then 
#(Xl ,.I., x,) = x,. (23J and #(x1 ,..., x,) = xk (%J, a contradiction. Ilore- 
over, if for some; there is no 23,. for which Id(Bf.) 2 Id(&), we would have 
Id(%) = fly=, Id(&) 2 flyZ1 I&,.) 2 nL1 I@Q ‘= I@?), a contradiction. 
Therefore each Ej corresponds to at least one !Etj and no Bi corresponds to 
more than one (5, , where we mean !& corresponds to C& if and only if 
M(bJ 1 Id(&). Tlk there are at least as many !Bi’s as there are El’s and 
we conclude that wz < n. 
It follows immediately that no IDF of % (and thus no ISF) can have more 
than z non-trivial factors. This in turn implies that ‘3 has an IDF with 
IDIRR factors, and we conclude from the previous theorem that ‘LX has the 
UIDFP. 
COROLLARY. Any non-tSvia1 jinite algeba of any (jkitary) type has 
the l7IDFP. 
Theorem 5 is not true when a infinite number of non-trivial factors is 
involved. For example, the ring Z of integers has a subdirect representation 
z zZ2:‘(2Z) x Z/(5Z) x Z/(llZ) x ..’ 
ni E 1 (mod pfi) 
ni Es 0 (mod np?) 
for j = l,..., t, j + i. Define +(x1 ,..., xt) by 
#(x1 ,..., XJ = n1x1 + *-* $ ?z$+ . 
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where alternate primes are selected when forming the quotient rings. But we 
also have 
z g Z/(32) x Z/(72) x Z/(132) x ‘.- 
and the rings occurring in each decomposition form a cluster of subdirectly 
irreducible algebras. 
Theorem 5 can be regarded as a partial generalization to abstract algebras 
of the Fundamental Theorem of Finite Abelian Groups. We will not carry 
out all the details in showing this, but will merely indicate the derived 
operation involved. Let ?I = (9; $, -) be a non-trivial Abelian group of 
order n and let n = p$ ***p,“t be the unique decomposition of n into prime 
factors. Choose integers n, ,..., n, so that 
We can easily show that 4(x r ,..., xt) satisfies (i)-(v) of Theorem 1; it then 
follows readily from the Corollary to Theorem 5 that ‘$I is isomorphic to the 
direct product of Abelian groups of orders p?,..., p,“t and that this decom- 
position is unique. The further decomposition of these groups of prime-power 
order cannot, however, be obtained in this manner because the factors of an 
Abelian group of prime-power order are not independent. 
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